I. INTRODUCTION
Around the time of the discovery of the J/g resonance' in 19"t4, Appelquist and Politzer' were led by the idea of asymptotic freedom to suggest that heavy quarks would form nonrelativistic positroniumlike bound states, which should be observed as narrow resonances. Since then the charmonium modeP has been extensively developed, motivated by the hope to gain insight into the fundamental theory of strong interactions by studying their "hydrogen atom. '" Over the past: six years, a successful description of the g and T families' " has been achieved, and many predictions"' of the charmonium model have been confirmed experimentally. Theoretical efforts have been concentrated on the exploration of specific potential models as well as the application of rigorous methods derived from nonrelativistic quantum mechanics xo The result of these efforts (with respect to the static quark-antiquark potential) is summarized in Fig. 1 , where various phenomenologically successful potentials are shown. In the region 0.1 fm~~~1.0 fm, which is probed by present quarkonium families, a flavor-independent" potential has emerged, which appears to be determined by experimental data. At large and short distances, however, a variety of asymptotic behaviors have been suggested, all of which seem to be compatible with present experimental data.
Theoretically, based on strong-and weakcoupling expansions in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) , one expects the static (QQ) 
where the group factor C, (R) (2) The asymptotic limits of the static (QQ) potential read where"
For small Q' one obtains from Eq. (2.2a) (2.5) leads'to an expression of the dimensionless quantity n'A"-2 in terms of the P function" The rates for E1 transitions""'"'" are given by I';g =~e q'n(u'S;qD;q'(2j q +1), (3.4) It is interesting, however" that if the shortdistance part of the potential is indeed determined by perturbative QCD, the g and T spectra put a lower bound on the scale parameter A.
As we have pointed out in the introduction, the (QQ) potential appears to be determined experi- 2~t [GeV] FIG in addition the ratios of leptonic widths II""(nS)/I'"(IS)], the velocities ((v'/c'),~) and the mean-square radii ((x')«'~) of the ground states are listed (Tables XI and XIV) . Figure 8 shows the binding energies of the first four S states and the two lowest P and D states.
In Fig. 9 a"=a, =a~=-1.
To obtain some idea of the magnitude of the width, let us consider F(f-y*, Z*-all), " taking I"~=3 GeV, sin'8~=0. 23, ' and m~= 89 GeV.
Clearly the Z-boson effect becomes dominant as m& -m~. This is displayed in Fig. 13 . For . 
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e@ denotes the electric charge of the quark. In the nonrelativistic limit we immediately obtain I'"'"(cf. Fig. 16 ),
The first-order correction in M is given by dP 'dg dg 
x tr [y"G,(W",p, q)5K(W", q, q') (C), (W", q')] . x V(lp -ql)p"(q) tr [y"y"j.
To leading order in o. "K(W", P, q) and V (lp -ql) are given by K(W",p, q)-4nn, C,(R)y'""y 2'D""(p -q, X', (),
k"k, ) (-i) , tr[y"G, (W",P)K(W", P, q)q, (W", q)] d4p d4q dp dq 1, 
